SEPTMBER
DIGGING

HONEST-PHIL'S
In the Weeks News

Bea the alert. Report all suspicious persons or activities to your local police departments.

"Remember Pearl Harbor"
BORO BOND SALES LAG

Social Civic Groups All-Out for Bond Sales

Public Not Yet Enthusiastic About Bonds

BORO BOND MUST GET LOGGED BEFORE OCT. 1
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Army Strives for Right Man on Right Spot

Fighting Efforts Tack on Last of Promoted Officers

A Flight in the News

Midnight Sneaks

A BANK ACCOUNT IS

SURE FOR SAFETY

Sure, convenient to bank
on, and pay all expenses, with

monthly deposits as well as

monthly deposits of any kind.
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Homes built to suit

JACOBS

MAIN ST., PATTERSON

Tanks Taught Language of Land Where They Are Stationed